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THE ETmCAL APPROACH: An Editorial
by RICHARD E. GOODMAN
Those of us on the Editorial Staff have been debating the pro's
and con's of an article which would give some recognition to the
spirit of Christmas. Many different types were suggested. However,
because this time of year means so many different things to each of
us and because this paper should have no relation with cathetical
instructions, we were faced with a rather wearying problem. The
ultimate solution was presented to us in the form of the Dean's
lecture series on •Ethics. • It seems to us singularly appropriate
because the ethics of our profession must always remain as some
sort of a beacon or a guidepost for our actions both now and,especially, when we begin the practice of law.
The legal profession offers to each of us a career that is both
lucrative and honorable. To one who is imbued with humanitarian ideals it affords abundant opportunity of assisting the poor and
the needy to preserve their civil rights. General trial practice,
civil law, criminal work, business, teaching, government service;
all these and many more opportunities will present themselves.
Yet the day to day work, the drafting of wills, the defense of a
criminal, the classroom explanation, as well as deserved renown and
fame, can be built only upon a substrata of personal honor.
There are three categories of •ethics." The first is the kind which
every man must observe. It is, in brief, the "Fundamental Law." This
tells us that murder, thievery and other such crimes are reprehensible.
For violation of this •1aw" an attorney is subject to possible suspension,
disbarment or reprimand. This will not be covered in the Dean's lectures. This lesson is learned from a mother. Dean Stason will treat
the second and third categories.
The second deals with the professional obligations resting upon
lawyers themselves because of their special fiduciary position.
Examples of this class are the prohibition against self-advertising and
the requirement that a lawyer be candid at all times and not deceive
the court. A violation of any one of these obligations may also result
in suspension, disbarment or reprimand.
The third category may be called "the courtesies of the profession. Within this class would fall over-familiarity with judges. The
only sanction for this is loss of repute among the bar.
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The lectures themselves will be held in room Ioo at 4:15P.M.
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, January 5. 6, 7. Attendance
is obligatory for seniors. The materials needed are a copy of the
Michigan State Bar Journal containing the Canons of Ethics, and the
first I 35 opinions of the Committee of Legal Ethics of the State Bar
of Michigan; a mimeographed set of ethical problems, which work
also provides a section blocking out the scope of the lectures. It
should be stated that the only way to solve the problems is by reading the Canons and the Opinions. Because many states require the
school or the prospective attorney to declare that they have had instruction in Ethics, the school provides a form, obtainable at the Law
School Office, which must be signed by the student. In this form the
student declares that he has attended the three lectures, read the
canons of Professional Ethics and used the latter with the other
materials provided, to answer the hypothetical problems presented.
All materials for the course are provided by the school.
Thus, between the news and the editorializing, we have taken
much space. We believe that this time of year is conducive to an
examination of •The Ethical Approach." Because we are not
familiar with this type of writing our thoughts may have been a
trifle jagged. However, we of the staff are clear in one sentiment
-a sincere HAPPY and JOYOUS Christmas to its readers.

IN

BRIEF

The American Law Student Association of which the Student Bar
Association at Michigan is a member recently announced two projects being commenced in conjunction with the Conference on
Personal Finance Law. The first of these is an essay contest on the
subject "Interest and Charges for Lender's Services. • The question
to be discussed under this topic is whether a lender should be permitted to make a charge to the borrower for services rendered in
connection with the loan separate from his charge for interest? Any
law student at Michigan is eligible to participate in this contest.
The manuscripts are to be not more than 2500 words in length, and
must be postmarked not later than March I, 1954.
The other project involves the preparation of case notes for
publication in the Quarterly Report, nationally distributed periodical
of the Conference on Personal Finance Law. The Conference, which
has been in existence for twenty-six years is composed of the
country's lawyers who are interested in consumer finance law. The
names of interested persons will be submitted to the Case Note
editors of the. Quarterly Report who will select individuals and
assign cases. Each published review will be followed by a biographical sketch of the writer. Included in the biography will be
information about the author's scholastic and extra-curricular
achievements in law school, and his professional plans after
graduation.
Any persons interested in either of the above projects or who
desire more information please contact the Editor of RES GESTAE
at N-2I in the Lawyers Club.
We are pleased to announce the addition of three new men to
the staff of RES GESTAE. They are: John McDermott '56 and
Charles Hall '55· staff writers, and RichardS. Baker '54. staff
photographer.
The staff of RES GESTAE has recently adopted the practice of
having critique meetings with various members of the faculty after
each issue is published. The faculty members are asked for criticism of the previous issue and for suggestions for articles for future
issues as well as for any improvements which might be made. We
hope, through this practice, to establish close contact with the
faculty and produce a magazine which is of benefit to faculty and
students alike.
Remember, subscriptions are being taken for the QUAD, the
law school yearbook this week. It promises to be bigger and better
than before, so why not order yours now?
Me r r y C h r i s t m a s and a H a p p y N e w Y e a r I
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EXTENSIVE ADDITION TO LIBRARY PLANNED
by JOHN FALLON
"The following day, March 30, I8S9. the motion to put
the Committee's plan (to found the Law School of the University of Michigan) into operation was taken from the table and
passed by the Board of Regents ...
• At their June meeting the Regents authorized the Law
Committee to purchase up to $2000 worth of law }looks for
the new department ...
"And so the long projected Law Department at last became
a reality. From the humble seed planted in I8S9· the present
Law School was to grow." I
Ninety five years to the very month later, the tree which grew
from that seed will feel the bud of a new branch. The eyes which
have patiently watched that growth through the years will witness
the birth of the latest addition to the Quadrangle. The Editors of
this magazine did not realize at publication time a month ago, that
Don Steiner's article would be so appropriate.
On November 16th Dean E. Blythe Stason announced to this reporter that the month of May, I9S4 would see the beginning of construction on a $700,000 addition to the present Legal Research Building. The new section will consist of four floors to be added to the
present stack portion of the building. The Dean enlarged upon the
bare announcement in a second interview when he related the elements of the plan and gave some pertinent details as to financing.
The elements of the plan or the reasons for the present expansion
are, in the main, threefold. The first is, quite naturally, to make
room for more volumes. The library expands at a normal rate of between 8ooo- ro,ooo volumes per year and the planners of the original
building had this in mind as the foundations are adequate for the
work now at hand. The present capacity is 2so,ooo and at the time
of writing there are 240,000 in the collection. However, there are
books in the corridors because room must be left for expansion in
each set of periodicals and other reports. The new addition with
four stories and ten foot stack levels instead of the present seven foot
levels, will allow space for ISo,ooo additional works and thus will be
adequate for the next fifteen to twenty years. Even with the new
addition, storage space will be needed in the North Campus for the
less frequently used books.
The second reason is the improvement in Faculty and Graduate
Research which will be made possible by the additional space. At
the present time the entire top floor of the Research Building is
given over to Faculty offices and space for the staffs of the various
research groups. It had been intended that offices should be available to holders of graduate fellowships, but lack of space does not
permit this at this time. The new building will afford I 8 additional
student carrels and 16 more offices. It is anticipated that stack
privileges will be given to the seniors with the temporary use of
carrels when they are engaged in writing special papers or are on
ether special assignments. This, however, is not fully developed
at the present time. As can be seen from the artist's drawing, a
bridge will connect the third floor of Hutchins Hall with the 7th
stack level 01f the new building. The passageway will permit easy
access to the library without all the present disadvantages. It will
also allow ready entry to a seminar room which will be on the 7th
level. The value of such a room is easily apparent when one sees
the advantages of ready access to research material and the research
!Don Steiner.• "History of the Law School: The Founding,"
Res Gestae, Vol. 4. No.2, (Nov. I9S3·)

staff. It seems certain that the present research in the fields of
Atomic Energy, Legislation and the other areas of study will be
greatly implemented and new horizons will be charted when this
structure is completed.
The third aim is to increase the library staff service. The number of employees will be increased, and they, in turn, will need
more space. Some 2,ooo square feet of space in the new building
has been set aside for that purpose.
The financing for this enterprise also follows a threefold pattern. The Dean is seeking $2so,ooo from the legislature. The
legislature when it meets in January will consider this request.
The remaining $4SO,ooo to make up the total of $700,000 will
come from funds saved from the Research Income Fund which was
set up by Mr. Cook. This money was saved during the war years
when military necessity kept research at a very low level. No aid
has been asked from the alumni for this particular operation.
Thus, this $700,000 addition to the Legal Research Building
will provide opportunity for ISO,ooo new volumes, countless new
paths to investigate in research, and greatly expanded library
services. When completed in I9SS. the facilities will be adequate
for the next fifteen to twenty years, and will give this University
the superb equipment needed to carry on its legal research which
has already made such an auspicious beginning •

•

PRESIDENT'S CORNER
by HANK GLEISS
President, S.B.A.
I think that this is a good place to take time out and give the
staff of Res Gestae a "pat on the back." The paper is bigger and
better this year than ever before, and it keeps improving with every
issue. I might add, that the Student Director of the American Bar
Association has sent his commendation to the editors of Res Gestae,
and asked for their suggestions to aid other law school newspapers
throughout the country.
While I am on the subject of publications, I would like to mention something about "The Quad" for I9S4· Ed Kahn and Sid Tamburine, co-editors of this year's Quad, are planning something new
for this next edition. They feel that this year's book will be much
more interesting and attractive than the past two editions. One of
the new features of the Quad will be a new style and color for the
cover. It really sounds like we will have a fine law school yearbook
this year. Ed and Sid both have had extensive experience in this sort
of thing at their respective undergraduate schools, and so I think we
can look for a very interesting book this year. The price of the
"Quad" will be $3.7s. less $.2S for S.B.A. members, and an additional reduction of $.2S for those purchasing before January IS. This
means that an S.B.A. member will pay only $3.2S if he buys before
January IS.
Al Bradley, who is chairman of the Student-Faculty Relations
Committee, has told me that his committee is planning a series of
faculty-student "get-togethers." The plan is to have two to four
faculty men meet together with a small group of students in an informal atmosphere. Students will be able to participate in this program by signing the sign-up list that will be posted on the S.B.A.
bulletin board.
(continued on page IO)
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27 YEARS AND 200,000 BOOKS
by GRANGER COOK
As I stole silently through the "stacks" in the Library on my
way to Professor Coffey's private research office, I envisioned the
Director of the U of Michigan Library as a small, white-haired,
elderly gentleman who would be submerged with several thousand
books. To my pleasant surprise I found Prof. Coffey an exception-·
ally compatible person, who was not small, white-haired, or elderly, but who was definitely submerged. His intellectual accomplishments, his well-traveled background, and his attitude of sincere
interest in others were apparent from his terse, yet friendly manner
of speech.
Two years after graduating from Ohio State University in I9I8
with his AB degree, Prof. Coffey accepted a teaching position in
the English Department of the University of Pittsburgh. On the
recommendation of his fellow faculty member, George Thompson,
who later revised Williston on Contracts, he attended the University
of Michigan Law School during the summer of 1921. He commented, "Michigan was the best place I had seen. I was impressed
with the Law School's academic program, and was struck with the
serious purpose of the students." Prof. Coffey continued after a
slight pause, "I could count on my fingers the number of times I
have seen two people talking after the class began. We just don't
do it at Michigan; the students simply seem to know what is proper."
"During that filift summer session, I was asked to teach in the
English Departmell'f; for the next three years I taught while I attended Law School, and was graduated with my J.D. in 1924. This
procedure was accepted and approved by the University at that
time, but I seriously doubt that it would be indorsed or permitted
today."
During the'20's, the Carnegie Foundation for International
Peace, which sponsored 3 two-year scholarships for study abroad,
honored Prof. Coffey with one of their fellowships. He attended
the University of Paris (I year), the University of Berlin (I semester), the Academy of International Law in the Hague (summer session}, the University of Munich (I year) and studied International
and Civil Law. He stated that a more elaborate and comprehensive
treatment was given the subject of International law in these foreign
countries than in America; in fact, the French devoted an entire
curriculum to this subject.
Prof. Coffey compared the American academic and social life
to the French-German way of life in his statement: "In Europe the
educational system was highly impersonal; the classes for the most
part were rather large, (it was said there were 7000 students in the
Paris Law School); and no one seemed to care whether the students
attended classes or studied. The lecture system was used exclusively, but since the professors were excellent lecturers, it was a highly
successful vehicle; there was nothing comparable to our discussionrecitation system. There was a complete lack of communal-student
life, probably because of the fact the students lived separately in
private homes throughout the city." He indicated that the Americans were the only students who conscientiously attended classes to the amazement of all the natives. The amazement was apparently justified in light of the popular habit of departing on Alpine
expeditions immediately after registration. (Additional information concerning Prof. Coffey's accomplishments may be found in
the 1952-53 edition of •who's Who."
Prof. Coffey had intended to enter either private practice or
the foreign service after his trip abroad, but instead accepted the

Professor Hobart Coffey

invitation to join the University of Michigan faculty as Librarian
in the fall of 1926. At that time the Library which was located in
the old Law Building (Haven Hall) contained a small collection of
55,000 volumes ..• composed mainly of state reports, English reports, some treatises and a good collection of American statute law.
The Library had expanded to its capacity and had actually appropriated several af the classrooms for its use. Fortunately, William
W. Cook's donation, which was responsible for the construction of
the present library in 1931, solved the adolescent growing pains.
"Under my administration,~ recited Prof. Coffey, •the Library
has grown from 55,000 volumes to approximately 250,000 volumes
within a period of 27 years. In a sense I am responsible for the
present status of the Library, but it would not have been possible
without the cooperation of the University, the Dean, and every member of the F acuity. The great expansion has been in the field of
International law and foreign law. In fact, the expansion has increased at such a rate than a new $700,000 stack extension to the
Library Building is already in the planning stage. The addition will
provide space for a minimum of 12o,ooo more volumes, and faculty
offices and carrels for approximately fifty graduate students, research
assistants, and faculty members. Some additional space for the
library staff will also be provided. The construction of the four
additional stack levels should satisfy our needs for the next I 5 to 20
years."
During his tenure as Director of the Library, Prof. Coffey has
practically circled the globe in his pursuit of legal materials; he
has made several trips to Europe, one to the Soviet Union, two to
Mexico and Central America, and one to the Caribbean and South
America. He remarked, "The Law School would send me on trips
more often if I would go, but it is impossible to leave frequently because of the amount of work to be done here."
On these various trips Prof. Coffey visited book stores, libraries,
law schools, courts, and government offices in order to collect the
(continued on page 6)
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LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH AT MICHIGAN
by RICHARD E. GOODMAN
Nearly every student at the Law School has heard of the Legislative Research Center, but very few know the facts about its purpose and organization. With this in mind RES GESTAE interviewed
Professor William J. Pierce, Associate Director of the Legislative
Research Center, who is in charge of the daily work of the research
staff.
For many years Dean Stason had felt that there was a need for
the establishment of a research group which would promote teaching, research, and service in statutory law. Until comparatively
recent years the judge made law derived from judicial decisions
had been the chief concern of the lawyers throughout the country.
Accordingly, the law schools focused their attention on the common law. However, since 1932 there has been an increasing volume
of statutory enactments both on the Federal and state levels. The
advent of the administrative tribunal has also increased the amount
of "written law" with which the lawyer of today must be familiar.
Recognizing the need for research and service in relation to
contemporary statutes, state constitutions, and other "written law,"
the Dean, after the end of World War II made the decision to
start a program in legislative research. However, before deciding
on the direction of the program he felt that a study should be
made of those agencies in the U.S. outside the law schools which
were working in the field uf legislation. Accordingly, he sent two
members of the faculty, Professors Samuel D. Estep and L. Hart
Wright on a tour of representative agencies working in this field.
They made personal visits to such establishments as the New York
Law Revision Commission, the Legislative Reference Section of the
Library of Congress, the Legislative Counsel's Office of the U.S.
Senate, the Legislative Reference Bureaus in Wisconsin and Michigan, and the Revisor's Office in Wisconsin.
After a study of the results of this survey the Legislative Research Center was established at the beginning of the academic
year 1950-51. The physical facilities of the Center were located
in the William W. Cook Legal Research Building. Financial support
was derived in part from the general University funds and in part
from the William W. Cook Endowment Fund for legal research. At
present, the offices of the staff are located on the I oth level of the
Legal Research Building. The staff consists of five full time mem·
bers and a secretary. The full time staff members are recent law
school graduates and are paid a salary or"$3600 per year. Due to
the limited funds at the disposal of the Center, the full time staff
members remain with the Center for about one year, and have been
drawn from among Michigan graduates. In addition to the full
time staff members, there are four part time student assistants who
do special work on legislative problems. Professor Pierce is the
full time director of the work of the research staff. Professor Pierce
is a graduate of the Michigan Law School, and had worked with the
New York Law Revision Commission and the Senate Legislative
Counsel's Office in Washington D. C., before assuming his duties
with the Legislative Research Center.
The work of the Legislative Research Center is primarily in
the private law area. The investigations of the faculty committee
showed that, although, there was an adequate coverage of statutes
governing the public law field, that is, relations between government and individuals, there was little systematic collection or
discussion of statutes which dealt with the relations between individuals. Therefore, it was decided to concentrate in this area.

THE LEGAL RESEARCH BUILDING
The fruit of this decision has been a volume entitled, "Current
Trends in State Legislation." This volume, which is issued approximately every eighteen months, contains a study of the most significant statutes passed by state legislatures within a given period
of time. Although, this, in itself, might seem to be an overwhelming task, the staff has found that the number of statutes of general
interest passed by state legislatures was exceedingly small. A
statute is chosen for study in the following manner: Professor
Pierce, the editor of •current Trends" checks the enactments of
the 48 state legislatures for possibly important statutes to study; a
member of the staff makes a preliminary investigation of the
statute looking to both statutory and case background within the
jurisdiction; where the statute falls within the field of specialization of a member of the faculty, he is consulted as to whether he
believes it to be worthy of detailed discussion and analysis. A
study is undertaken only if Professors Pierce and Estep, the staff
member making the preliminary investigation, and the faculty
member agree that the statute warrants complete study. The
studies are written primarily for two groups, the legislators who
must pass or refuse to pass the laws and the lawyers who must advise their clients as to such laws. Consequently, an attempt has
been made to write these studies in a style which the reasonably
informed and intelligent legislator can understand. Consideration
of statutes has been limited to those enactments which deal with
problems common to many states, and which incorporate some new
concept such as a new solution for an old problem or application
of an old concept to a new problem.
One of the major tasks which has recently been undertaken
under a Phoenix Project grant is a comprehensive study of the
legal problems of atomic energy, involving a careful examination
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 and its impact upon the law
relating to peacetime uses of this source of energy. Another
project being undertaken is the preparation of a study of the various
phases of state constitutions. Most of the state constitutions of the
(continued on page !2)
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A VERY UNCOMMON LAWYER LOOKS
AT VARIOUS THINGS
by JOHN FALLON
As the title of this article states, Professor Thomas Henry Lawson,
the Thomas M. Cooley Lecturer for 1953. is a very uncommon law.:·
yer. In fact, he is a very unusual man. Typically English, justly
proud of all his great country has given to the world, he is quite
ready to discuss its troubles and failings. A conversation with him
can quite easily embrace quite a number of subjects; this reporter
can vouch for this after a three or four hour hashing over of topics
r,unning from the state of legal education in England to a discussion
of the Royal Artillery in the first war. I have six or seven sheets of
legal size paper filled with half completed sentences and almost
meaningless phrases. However, let no one think that Mr. Lawson's
mind is not a very tidy one. The trouble was that his thoughts were
so captivating that this reporter forgot his pen.
Perhaps the most logical beginning is just that - the beginning.
Lawson was born in 1897 and received his education through a
scholarship, at Queen's College, Oxford, and later at Gottingen
University in Germany. He served in the Royal Artillery from 19161919. In mentioning this latter fact he stated quite modestly that
he never had to leave England due to poor health.
He was ~alled to the Bar at Gray's Inn in '23. While reminiscing
about the Inn, of which he is still a proud and active member, he
mentioned some of the quaint customs of the place. He related
rather proudly, with an Englishman's respect for established custom,
that the Inn was •really the only one which had retained a good
measure of the practices of the past." He cited as an example, the
mock trials after dinner. In such an affair the defendent might be
one who had come to dinner in a suit which was not "regulation."
It seems that a completely black suit is the permanent order of
dress and the luckless culprit might have sauntered in with one having a faint white pin-stripe. If the evening is a quiet one with a
little spare time for the elders, a trial is held and he is accused with
coming, "in white attire, contrary to all well ordered rules and custom." I gathered that the defendant, after much arguing between
various budding Barristers and solicitors who serve as Judge and Jury,
he is found quite guilty as charged and fined a bottle or two or Port.
The wrangling over, the court then reconvenes at one of the local
hO$telry's. "Quite in fun, • said Mr. Lawson, '"but we too have our
mock courts!" Who was it that stated that: •The English can teach
us much." (Most certainly in Jury verdicts.)
After "taking his articles" (an apprenticeship, in his case with a
Barrister), Mr. Lawson became a Lecturer in Law, University College,
Oxford, and held this post from 1924-25. The following years saw
him as Junior Research Fellow, Merton College, Oxford, 1925-30;
Official Fellow and Tutor in Law at the same College from 1930-48;
All Souls Reader in Roman Law from 1931-48. At the present time
he is Professor of Comparative Law at the University of Oxford and
a Fellow of Brasehose College.
He visited the United States in 1937 under a Leverhulme Research
Grant. His research was done at Harvard and he remarked that a good
bit of the work done at that time appeared for the first time in these
lectures. He also did some traveling around the states. During the
second war he served as Temporary Principal Minister of Supply from
1943-45. Again, in his modest way, he passed off this service as just
his "little bit," in a rather unimportant civil service post. Anyone

command
with but slight knowledge of the British Government chain
"giving
would stand ready to dispute him. He described his work
legal advice to businessmen and business advice to lawyers.
sounded to me as being a ticklish position to maintain.
Mr. Lawson is a Joint Editor of the Journal of International Law.
His published works include: "Cases in Constitutional Law-, written
in cooperation with Sir D. L. Keir, 1928; •The Rational
of
English Law", (Hamyln Lectures), 1951; revisions of various works on
Constitutional and Roman Law; contributions to "Law and Govern-·
ment in Principle and Practice, (Ed. J. L. Brierly) and the latest
edition of Chamber's Encyclopedia.
We have attempted a thumbnail sketch of a very uncommon
man. We were so taken with his ideas that we have asked him to
contribute an article for one of the Spring issues dealing with a comparison of British and American Legal Education, with an additional
note or two on the use of American Cases in British Courts. We have
done this for the further reason that no writer on our staff, least of
all this one, could hope to do justice to such an interesting subject.
We of the staff feel certain that the contribution of this keen-minded,
witry, lawyer-historian will be eagerly awaited.

27 YEARS AND 200,000 BOOKS
(continued from page 4)
statute law and judicial decisions of the respective country. Former
Michigan students living in the countries visited were a tremendous
help in arranging interviews with the proper parties. "It was interesting to note," related Prof. Coffey, •that the lower the scale of
economic development, the more difficult it was to locate the desired legal volume. However, if we weren't able to find a particular
volume immediately, we temporarily gave up, but later continued to
search for it. In the long run .•• everything eventually turns up."
He stated that it is fortunate that a fair share of what is needed
in the Library is only in demand by us and a few others, so that the
price is usually not prohibitory. However, there are a few books
which would be considered as •rare•, as for example, a book discovered several years ago which was determined to be the first
original law book published in the Western Hemisphere. Its price of
$8oo was considered by Prof. Coffey to be disproportionate to its
value, and therefore was not purchased. However, it was not lost to
the Michigan campus, since the Clements Library has it in its possession today.
With a bit of pride in his voice, Prof. Coffey said, "We have an
extraordinary collection of Central and South American statute law
and judicial decisions. In fact, we have a far better collection of
Brazilian law here in Ann Arbor than could be found in any one place
in Brazil. This is generally true for the balance of the Central and
South American countries.
"We also have a great collection of Russian legislative codes
prior to the Revolution in 1917. We have many volumes which at
one time were part of the last Czar's private collection in the Winter
Palace; they were made with the finest quality materials and were
(continued on page 10)
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HEIDELBERG PROFESSOR TELLS OF GERMAN

LEGAL EDUCATION
by DONALD STEINER
In Professor Aigler's Bills and Notes class sits a student who is
slightly older than the rest. Many have wondered who he is. This
article is written for them so that they will no longer have to wonder about their fellow student and may henceforth concentrate on
catching all of the precious gems of wisdom which fall in that class.
The object of their curiosity is Eugene Ulmer, a Professor of Law
at the University of Heidelberg in Germany, who teaches courses in
commercial law, unfair competition and copyright law. He has
been in Ann Arbor since the beginning of the semester absorbing information on American academic life in general, the law school
and its methods, and his chosen fields of law. In January, he will
return to Germany and resume his teaching career.
Professor Ulmer is very well known in Continental legal circles.
At Heidelberg, he serves as Director of the Institute of Comparative
Law, which sponsors research and prepares opinions on various questions in that field, He is German member of the Permanent Commission of the Berne Union, an international organization formed to
improve the protection of foreign copyrights in the Western European
countries, and was Germany's delegate to the recent international
Convention on Universal Copyright Law held at Geneva, Switzerland.
Also he has written several books which are recognized authorities
in his fields.
Herr Ulmer was born in Stuttgart in 1903, where he acquired an
elementary and a secondary education. From high school, or the
gymnasium, as it is called, he embarked directly on his law studies,
which is still the practice in Germany today. German students attend
the gymnasium about two years longer than American students attend
high school and study more subjects than are taught in American
high schools, which explains why law is studied during the first years
at the university.
The law faculties in Germany are organized more like departments than like special schools. The Dean of the law faculty at
Heidelberg, for example, is elected annually by the vote of his
colleagues. Professor Ulmer has served as Dean three different times
since he began teaching at Heidelberg in 1930. He last served in
that capacity two years ago. When asked if he anticipated another
term as Dean in the future, he laughed and replied that another
term was not at all inconceivable. Incidentally, at Heidelberg and
other German universities, there are no university presidents. Instead
there are Rectors elected for one year terms by vote of the professors
of all the different faculties.
Professor Ulmer attended two law schools, Tubingen at Wurttemberg fer three years and the University of Berlin for one-half year.
The prospective lawyer in Germany spends from three to four years
in a university. During his first three or four semesters, he takes
some liberal arts courses in addition to the required courses in law.
He is not under the immediate pressure of exams during this period,
for his only examination comes at the tail end of his university
course and deals exclusively with the law. It was during this period
of Professor Ulmer's education that he belonged to a fraternity and
received a dueling scar on the left side of his chin which is still
plainly visible today. During the last few semesters at a university,
the student's program consists almost exclusively of law courses, and
he studies very diligently. Textbooks rather than casebooks are read
by the student in these courses. He does not prepare in advance for

class, however, but does his reading and studying after the material
has been covered in the classroom lectures, which constitute the
real meat of every course. On one or two afternoons each week,
•exercises" are held in which hypothetical case problems are presented by the professors which the students attempt to solve in
written opinions. Attendance is not compulsory at either the lectures
or these exercises.
The general law examination which is held before the student
leaves the university is called the Referendar examination and consists of theoretical questions and hypothetical cases. The examination lasts ten days, on nine of which the answers are written; the
tenth day is devoted to oral questions and answers.
Having passed the Referen.dar Professor Ulmer returned to Stuttgart where he spent the required three and one half years as a
Referendar. While a Referendar, the young lawyer serves as an apprentice, assisting and learning in various courts and in government, judicial,
and law offices. After the three and a half years as a Referendar, he
takes the "Assessor" examination, the second great law examination
which German law students are required to take. It consists of four
days of written and one of oral examining. The questions consist
largely of cases and are more practical than those asked in the
Referendar exam. On passing the Assessor, which is the German
equivalent of our bar exams, the young German is fully qualified to
practice law. lf he desires a doctorate degree for teaching, he must
write a thesis during his time as Referendar.
Following his three years as Referendar, during which he did write
a thesis, and after passing the Assessor, Professor Ulmer practiced in
Stuttgart for one year and then attended the University of Berlin for
a half year doing graduate work in law, From Berlin he returned to
his alma mater, Tubingen, where he served as a law teacher for
another half year. The following year he spent teaching at the university at Restock and then, in 1930, joined the faculty at Heidelberg
where he has hung his professorial hat ever since.
There are now over nine hundred law students at the "U of H, •
including forty or fifty females. Although Heidelberg is now in its
(continued on page 9)
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year he became a U.S. naturalized citizen. Three and a half years
after entrance to Hope, Ken received his B.A. degree and entered
Michigan. Since then, he has been a member of Delta Theta
having become president, and haa been elected to the Barrister's
Society.
Ken prefers the medium sized towns of the midwest
locations. He has hopes of general practice in Flint,
Grand Rapids, or their equivalent, and a keen desire
civic affairs of his community. Six summers of work
firms in Detroit have given him good experience in that area of
property law. Recently, Ken was instrumental in
lease
through which the Delts acquired a fraternity house.

(Left to right in photograph)
Phi Delta Phi - Bill Mackay, born in 1926, is a native of Holland,
Michigan. Graduating from the Holland High School in 1943, he
went directly into the service where he spent over a year in the
Pacific theatre with the Marine Corps. In 1946, Bill was honorably
discharged and returned to Hope College to enter the class of 1950
under the G.I. Bill. At Hope, he was active in the interfraternity
council, a member of Phi Kappa Alpha, and majored in Business
Adtnillistration and Economics. Delaying further education for one
year, Billentered Michigan Law in the fall of 1951. Since that
time he has participated in Hutchins CaSe Club, where he was
chosen Junior Clerk, and has been a member of Phi Delta Phi,
serving as both historian and president of that group.
One of Bill's tentative plans on graduation is service with the
F.B.I. foe a period of several years. Alternatively, he hopes to do
general practice in Illinois or Michigan, preferably in one of the
larger cities.
Delta Theta Phi- Ken McConnel was born in Arthur, Ontario. At
fourteen, he left his formal education and went to the TorontoHamilton industrial area where he worked for four years in various
factories as an acetyline welder. New Year's Day of 1946 found
Ken in the United States where he enlisted in the U.s. Army. After
serving for r8 months in ordinance divisions, he was discharged and
returned to his education. For eleven weeks he attended the Veteran's High School of Detroit, until conditionally accepted for admission to Hope College in February, 194l:L In December of that

Phi Alpha Delta- Mac Parker, president of PAD's, was born in
Castle, Indiana where he attended high school and became active
sports. Graduating high in his class, he entered Depauw College
1947. Here, as before, he was prominent in athletics, participating
in football, basketball, baseball, and track. His junior year was
spent as an exchange student studying at the University of London,
and at the University of Potiers in France. Mac was a member of
Beta Theta Pi at Depauw, majored in political science, and was
active in debating clubs. Having earned several scholarships, Mac
entered Michigan Law in the fall term of 1951. A year later he
warried Pat Parker. Since his entrance to Michigan, he has become
president of Phi Alpha D.elta, and has been elected to the Barristers.
Post-graduation plans include three years of military service.
Thereafter, Mac hopes to continue in the taxation field, having
spent some time working with Professor Wright at Michigan as a Tax
Assistant. Possible avenues of experience will include working for
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, later heading for a midwest location
and a private firm.
Tau Epsilon Rho - David Frazer is a native of Detroit. ln 1946 he
entered Michigan in the integrated program of Economics and Law.
This is a program involving three years of undergraduate work, and
four years in the Law School. During these seven years, Dave has
become a well known figure on Michigan's campus. He has been on
the staff of the Men's Residence Halls for four years, a delegate and
treasurer of the Student Legislature, Chairman of the Michigan Forum, delegate to the National Student Association Congress, and a
member of the International Relations club. In his freshman year at
law, Dave joined case clubs and achieved an excellent record of
(continued on page 9)
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(continued from page 8)
winning two out of three general sessions. During all of his law
school years, he has been a member of Tau Epsilon Rho and in 1952
was the fraternity national champion in Moot Court competitions.
These cases were argued before judges of the Washington, D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals on the subject of "Baseball and the Anti-Trust
Laws."
Dave plans to practice in the midwest after graduation this June,
preferably in the Detroit area. While taxation is his special interest,
he also likes trial work and may concentrate in corporation law,
labor or probate practice.
Interviews by John H. McDermott

HEIDELBERG PROFESSOR
(continued from page 7)
sixth century, Professor Ulmer concedes that the buildings do not
appear to be as old as those in Michigan's Gothic law quadrangle.
At Heidelberg, the classes are not housed in a separate building, although there is a small, separate building for the law library. A new
building will soon be erected to hold this library, which, according
to the Professor, is the best law library in southern Germany. It does
not contain as many volumes as the one here, but an almost complete
collection of our Federal court opinions can be found there along with
some state opinions, among which Professor Ulmer mentioned the
Northeastern Reporters.
Professor Ulmer gives an interesting account of developments at
Heidelberg in the years following Hitler's rise to power in 1933.
Until 1936 or 1937, the great mass of students were enthusiastic about
Hitler or at least loyal to the new regime. The University's student
leaders were not elected, but appointed by Nazi organizations and
were, of course, active party members. During this period, there was
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considerable tension between faculty and students, and the professors,
particularly those teaching subjects such as constitutional law, felt
their positions becoming increasingly difficult. It was common for
student leaders to reprimand them impatiently, saying, •y ou have
no ideas about the necessities of our times; you fail to appreciate
the 'new science.' •
Although Hitler's intense campaign against the Jews was in full
swing, the student body, according to Professor Ulmer, did not display
any particular animosity toward the Jewish professors on the law faculty, several of whom were prominent leaders in their fields. The
Government and the Nazi party, on the other hand, brought increasing pressure to bear on the Jewish law teachers, and they were gradually squeezed out of the faculty. At first, exceptions were made,
Professor Ulmer says. Jewish professors who had served in World War I
or had been appointed before 1918 were permitted to stay, but eventually even they were forced to leave their posts. The Professor points
out that the Jewish members of the faculty were not the only ones to
be harassed during those critical times. Communist and Socialist
sympathizers were also forced to quit their classrooms. According to
Professor Ulmer, none of the dispossessed law professors were imprisoned or executed. Rather they were retired on pensions or left the
country.
From about 1937 on, Professor Ulmer says. the student body at
Heidelberg displayed less enthusiasm for the Nazi government, and
relations between faculty and students gradually improved. According
to him, the students would even applaud, during these later days, when
professors hinted criticism of Nazi ideas in their law lectures.
in 1941, Professor Ulmer was drafted and served as a private in the
German army of occupation in southern France. Eventually, he was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant, which rank he held until May,
1945. when he was captured by the Americans and held in a Prisoner
of war camp until August of that year.
(continued on page 12 )
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
(continued from page 3)
The purpose of this program is to provide the opportunity for
students and professors to meet socially in informal surroundings.
It is planned that the fraternity houses will be used for these meetings. The hope is that both student and teacher will come to know
each other better.
I feel that there is a definite need here at Michigan for more
student-faculty contact outside of the classroom. I think that this is
a big step in the right direction in filling this need.
The turn-out for elections last month was very small. We had
hoped that by publicizing the elections more, as we did this year,
that there would be a better turn-out. In the past there has generally been less interest in the fall election than in the spring elections.
I can't help but think that even a bigger factor accounting for this
small turn-out was the requirement that you had to be an active
member of the S.B.A. in order to be eligible to vote. In the past
this requirement has been in effect as a method of inducing membership in the S.B.A. However, from our experience this year I
would say that the end sought has not justified the means. In the
future, I think that all S.B.A. elections should be open to all law
students, and I will make such a recommendation to next year's
officers.

SBA Notes
by HOWARD THIELE
The Student Bar Association has been very happy to present to
you the series of special lectures which has just been completed. It
is doubly gratifying to have the opportunity to do such a thing, and
to have it well received by the student body. The average attendance at the four lectures was around one hundred and we are sure
that each one of those who attended gained in his knowledge of the
practice of law.
We understand that the lecture by Miss Rosemary Scott was a real
"first" in this law school. It is said that she was the first woman to
lecture within these austere old walls. She told the audience about
the various techniques and ramifications of collecting a judgment.
Kenneth Plaxton, prosecutor of Gratiot county, spoke the following
week and chose for his topic, "Minor Criminal Offenses and Procedure in Trial in Criminal Practice. • He emphasized the human
aspect of a trial, especially with respect to getting witnesses for
your side. Edward P. Thompson was a bit reluctant to accept the
dubious honor of being an expert on divorce matters, but certainly
gave an instructive talk on divorce practice and procedure as the
third lecture of the series. To conclude the lectures Harold Draper
told us about the mechanics of abstract examination with all its
technicalities and troubles.
We feel very privileged to be able to hold such a series for the
benefit of the students, and are especially grateful to Professor Allan
F. Smith for his invaluable aid in securing these very interesting
speakers.
Not only has the student body been listening to lectures, but it
has also done some electing recent! y. Each class now has its full
complement of officers and SBA commissioners. The junior class
elected two officers and one bar commissioner. Jim McCrory was
made president of the junior class and John Bauknecht, vice-president. Doug Cutler was elected as bar commissioner for the
juniors. John McDermott was inaugurated as president of the
ever-clutched freshman class (weren't we all). The vice-presidency
ended in a tie. After the flip of a coin Lady Luck chose George
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Abel. The other candidate, Ray Loeschner, was appointed to the
position of Bar Commissioner by SBA president Hank Gleiss, since
Harry Aid had been the lone aspirant to the bar and there are
normally two Bar Commissioners for the freshman class. Now we
can look forward to some real executive action from our
elected representatives.
Since the SBA is your organization we want to know
want it to do. Don't hesitate to submit any ideas you
about things which the SBA might help to improve.
Commissioner or telephone Hank Gleiss or Len Kravets,
ident and secretary of the SBA, and they will see that your ideas
or gripes receive consideration.

27 YEARS AND 200,000 BOOKS
(continued from page 6)
decorated with the Czar's personal insignia. Contrary to the common belief the Bolsheviks did not destroy the palaces of the royalty, but posted guards at the palaces to protect the valuable books and
art treasures. Within time the books and works of art were placed in
various museums in Russia, and surplus copies subsequently offered
for sale.
"We, of course, have added to our Russian collection, but we are
faced with the almost insolvable problem of locating the statute law
because of the basic Russian ideology of combining its law, science
politics, and social dogma. This results in the publication, for example, of agricultural legislation in one of the farm journals. There is
no organized publication of their statute law comparable to our Congressional Session reports. With regard to treatises or texts there is
very little written because of the great danger to the writer; in Russia
today if the printed material doesn't conform to the party line, ..•
the writer literally 'disappears.' Actually, a law professor in Russia
today would be in a position of extreme danger and peril."
In discussing the various problems which confront the Director
a I,ibrary, Prof. Coffey commented after a few moments of reflection,
"I would say that 'library planning' is a very delicate problem. We
are never able to plan for more than a 25 year period, because of the
changing social order, the great achievements of technology, and the
inherent uncertainty of the future. As an example of the effect of
technology, we are presently investigating a new stack device, similar to the file drawer principle, which if successful would double the
volume capacity of the Library. It would eliminate every other
aisle so that each level would hold 6o,ooo volumes instead of 30,000.
We have an agreement with the manufacturers to set up an experimental rack within the next few months; when it is installed I will
load it with the heaviest books to determine whether its operation
is convenient as well as practical."
In an attempt to reduce the storage space of books, the Library
uses both microfilm and microcard methods of reproduction.
Prof. Coffey, who was largely responsible for organizing the Legal
Microfilm Association in the 30's and who has been its president
since its inception, has enlarged the membership fro!TI the six
charter members to the presently limited 20 members. He was
responsible for the Association's adoption of the microcard system
which reproduces 100 pages of the average book on a photographic
3 by 5 inch index card. The microcard system is used in our
Library to reproduce only the 'appeal papers' of those cases decided
by the Supreme Court of the USA.
As if he were speculating as to the future of the University of
Michigan Law Library, Prof. Coffey deliberately said, "It is possible that the library of the year 2000 may be radically different."
He chuckled and then added, "It is conceivable that an entire book
may be reproduced on the head of a pin."
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Book Reviews
LET'S GO INTO POLITICS
by Raymond E. Baldwin

The Macmillan Company
New York: 1952
pp. 179

Reviewed by CHARLES HALL
This is the story of American politics as seen through the eyes
of Raymond E. Baldwin, former governor of Connecticut and United
States Senator. In this book one will find invaluable advice as to
what politics in America is really like. Such questions as how can
one get started in politics; whom should one see; what one planning
on entering the political field should expect, are answered. Drawing from experience gained as Town Attorney for the town of
Stratford,
of the Town Court, active member of the State
Legislature, majority Leader of the Assembly, Governor of Connecticut and Senator of the United States, he, in a very human
way, answers many of the questions present in the minds of those
thinking about politics.
In answering these questions he draws from those personal events
which he feels would best illustrate what is in store for one planning
on entering the political arena. Observing that the United States
consists of three levels of government: the local (town, city, borough, district, etc.), the state, and the federal, he concludes that
the operation of government on these three levels is basically
similar as to the problems faced and the machinery for dealing with
them. He suggests that one planning on entering the governmental
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field would be wise to begin on the local level where a basic understanding of the workings of government may best be gained. He
is quick, however, to point out that this is about the only place that
one will be able to start as there is no easy road to success in politics, but that it will only come from hard work and waiting. He
suggests that one first get a good understanding of the people of his
community and their problems. This may be done by getting out
and meeting them and working through the local political organization.
It is to be noted that it isn't necessary to devote all of one's
time to politics and government. Most of those people engaged in
politics at the local level do so only as an avocation, but at the
same time they are doing the community a great service.
In his book, the author devotes several chapters to explaining
the workings of the political organization on the local level. Problems such as getting the candidates nominated and of turning out
the vote on election day are only illustrative of those dealt with.
He has a chapter dealing with the interrelated workings of the
state and local organizations; description of a typical secession of
the legislature and the problems which have to be faced; national
politics and the convention system; and other related aspects of the
United States political system.
Many ideas are to be gained from a reading of this book, but
if !here is any one idea brought to the fore, it would be that the
story of politics is the story of people. Anyone planning on going
into the governmental field as a politican or otherwise must have
a keen understanding of the people he is representing and their
problems. He must know the people and they must know him.
This is the only way that success in politics and better government
may be achieved.
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LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH AT MICHIGAN
(continued from page 5)
United States are outmoded, and these studies will provide useful
background material when revision of the fundamental law of a
state is undertaken.
Another phase of the research program involves service to outside agencies in connection with contemporary legislative problems.
Many requests have been received from the Michigan Legislature
and from various admi!listrative departments of government as
well as from such organizations as the State Bar Association of
Michigan, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, and various sections of the American Bar Association.
The Legislative Research Center endeavors to comply with requests from these groups if they deal with problems of a genuine
contemporary interest and constructive value. When acting in a
service capacity the staff of the Center makes no decisions regarding policy. A study is made of background material only,
and the Center has no interest in the eventual outcome of the research done on service work. The formulation of policy is left
to those who are responsible for it.
The Center also performs a vital service for members of the
Law School faculty. It prepares a series of studies on changes in
the respective fields of faculty members after surveying statutory
changes throughout the 48 states. This enables the faculty member to be informed on current changes, supplement classroom
discussions and case material with recent statutory changes, and
provide the student with a greater awareness of the importance of
statutes. In addition, the Center supplements the Law School
course in Legislation with advanced work in legislative problems.
In connectioo with this phase of the program, the library collec-
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tion is being expanded by adding all manner of statutory materials, including voluminous "legislative histories" of the more
important statutes.
In the few years in which it has been in existence, the
lative Research Center has been eagerly accepted by the groups
to which it has offered its services. Many more requests have
been made for assistance than the Center, due to limited
cial means, has been able to entertain. The Center is
the fact that there are no comparable groups in any
school in the country that are completely financed
school. In addition, there are no publications comparable
"Current Trends. •
The demands made upon the Center for its services indicate
that the need which its originators felt was real. The increasing
requests for services indicates that the need has not yet been
satisfied and that eventually the scope of the activities will be
greatly increased.

HEIDELBERG PROFESSOR
(continued from page 9)
Professor Ulmer is staying in H-section of the Lawyers Club during
his visit here. If you should call on him there or in his temporary office in Room 1063 of the Legal Research Building for a chat (a move
which you would not regret for he is stimulating and congenial), you
will no doubt find the air filled with the smoke of one of the ten or
twelve cigars which he generally smokes each day.
When he returns to Germany, he will be reunited with his wife,
his two sons (one of whom is now studying law), and his twentythree year old daughter who is an an student at an academy in
Stuttgart.
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